As many emerging and re-emerging infectious diseases are associated with food 25 animals, the relationship between available healthy food sources and population 26 health and social stability has become evident. A recent example of the importance of 27 this relationship was observed during the current flu pandemic. This recent pandemic 28 brought attention to novel target groups of susceptible people at the interface of the 29 animal and human populations. Veterinarians, producers and processors are uniquely 30 exposed to emerging zoonoses. Therefore these individuals may serve as key 31 sentinels and allow efficient evaluation of the effectiveness of zoonoses prophylaxis 32 and control, including evaluation of the cost-effectiveness in the broader view. We 33 also suggest some valuable approaches for rapid diagnosis of emerging and 34 re-emerging infectious diseases and supportive systemic research which may 35 address related ethical questions. We also highly recommend more research 36 investigations characterizing this human/animal zoonosis interface, a potentially 37 productive target for emerging disease diagnosis and control. 
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SIGNIFICANCE: 45
In the global environment of emerging and re-emerging infectious disease, 46 zoonoses are a potential threat to human health and economy. The current 47 et al., 2009 , Garten et al., 2009 inevitably, veterinarians and swine workers could potentially serve as a "bridging 118 population" spreading pathogens to their colleagues, families, community and to 119 those animals for which they provide care individual as a threat to the general public health. Therefore, surveillance of these 174 bridging groups seems to be a promising frontier in human health and this deserves 175 considerable attention. Because of the unpredictability of pathogen emergence, thefirst line of defence has to be aggressive and effective surveillance, requiring 177 identification and monitoring of high-risk populations or individuals -the "bridging 178 populations" seem to be the ideal target for disease identification and monitoring. Microbiome Project can provide tremendous information for understanding emerging 211 diseases. These data can also be applied to disease surveillance and potential risk 212 evaluation within target animal populations. For the "bridging group", the 213 metagenomic approach may be an ideal approach in the HMP for surveillance and 214 potential risk evaluation. 215
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Questions remain and Future direction 217
The concept of "bridging groups" represents a novel concept from Dr. Gray (Gray, et al 218 2008). The first and greatest obstacle in utilizing these potential surveillance 219 populations is the existing scientific limitations. Though we have evidence aboutzoonotic disease transmission directly from animals to humans, there are also other 221 unknown factors that need to be understood. The second obstacle is evident in the 222 decision-making process of disease surveillance. Though medicine has classic 223 concepts of infectious disease control, these concepts must be considered from the 224 perspective of the "bridging group". The cost-effectiveness of the control programs 225 must also be evaluated within the "bridging group". The range and numbers of people 226 included for regular monitoring, possible vaccination and other intervention measures 227 in specific disease control programs must also be evaluated (Gray & Kayali, 2009, 228 Murphy, 2008). The addition expenditures and effort associated with total disease 229 control and surveillance may impact the human rights and ethics of the specific 230 occupational population association with animal agriculture. Therefore this is more 231 than a scientific problem. Surveillance of the "bridging groups" may also have direct 232 impact on safety of animal products, which is another important route for zoonotic 233 disease transmission. 234 It is possible to have an even higher order of baseline preparedness through animal 235 surveillance of a range of pathogens before they have the opportunity to infect and 236 spread disease to humans. Initiating preventive actions by dealing with the causes 237 and drivers of infectious diseases, particularly at the animal-human-ecosystems 238 interface, seems also to be a promising approach. With regard to zoonosis control and 239 prevention, integration and analysis of the surveillance data from both animal and 240
human populations with simultaneous analysis would facilitate early warning and risk 241 reduction. Systematic pathogen surveillance of animals and recognition of changes inpathogen prevalence, host range tropisms and pathogenesis or virulence as signals 243 at the herd or production unit level could presage an emerging disease and possibly 244 minimize the consequences to human and animal health. Neglected groups which are 245 in close contact with animals due to occupational exposure need considerable more 246 surveillance and disease prevention efforts to block an emerging zoonotic disease 247 situation (Myers et al., 2007) . These approaches seem a better choice for zoonotic 248 disease prevention. It is highly unlikely that there will be any way to predict when or 249 where the next important, new zoonotic pathogen will emerge; nor will there likely be 250 any way to predict a new pathogen's ultimate importance from its early behavior. The 251 health and safety of the animal and human populace depends on the continuous 252 ability to rapidly detect, monitor and control newly emerging or re-emerging livestock 253 disease and zoonoses rapidly (Doherr & Audige, 2001) . 254 Zoonotic diseases require multidisciplinary and comprehensive research studies. 255 Multi-sectoral collaboration and policy-oriented discussion will allow disease 256 prevention and control. Where specific occupational exposure and close contact with 257 animals or animal products, this discussion provides some information about how to 258 do the supportive research and subsequent disease prevention and control on 259 zoonotic diseases. Specific strengthening of research and testing efforts on the The figure specifically emphasizes the zoonoses transmission interface, which was 273 defined as the "Bridging groups". There are conclusive three major pathways for 274 zoonoses disease contribute to "Bridging groups" at animal-human interface. 275 Environmental pathway through wild animals and environments exposure, 276 occupational pathway though exposure to industrial-scale livestock operation and 277 lifestyle pathway during daytime exposure to companion animals. 
